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INR 62.135 GOLD SPOT 1240.1 Copper Super D

Base Metal (Weekly - 6 Feb 2015)                                                  

- Copper weekly Technical View -

For copper to signal trend reversal, it is very essentail for the metal to breakout 
above Rs 361, the key resistence level.
Expect higher range of Rs 359.1-368.9 to be tested. 
Weakness will resume below Rs 346. 
Lower top is placed at Rs 361. 

Technical Recommendation : A breakout and close above Rs 361 can lead a short 
term rally in metal.

*Trend will remain Down as long as last close is below the pink color DRV.  Trend 
will be Up as long as Price is above DRV. Positional Traders: If trend is up then 
traders long can hold long position with closing stop loss of DRV:  Close >DRV.   If 
trend is down then traders can hold short position with a closing stop loss of DRV: 

Close <DRV.

Copper 
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Base Metals Close The Week Stronger, 
Copper Led The Complex Higher

Base metals counters on the London Metals 
Exchange (LME) witnessed a choppy session 
during the week ended to 6 February 2015 as 
sluggish macro-economic factors stoke fears of 
global demand prospect. However, crude oil 
prices firming up and hopes of US Federal 
Reserve reviewing its low interest policy fueled 
optimism on the metal counters. US dollar 
strengthening against the Euro, the currency of 
European Union struggled after central bank 
reversing its decision on Greek bonds, 
supported the metal complex.
It has been a fairly volatile week for the 
complex, which has been at the mercy of 
currency movements and oil price swings. The 
US dollar came under pressure from a 17.1-per 
cent rise in the US trade deficit to $46.6 billion, 
the largest since November 2012. However, the 
strong US employment data, that beat forecast, 
once again drove the greenback higher.
Earlier in the week, the People's Bank of China's 
decision to cut reserve ratio, which was aimed 
at infusing strength in sagging economy, pushed 
metals such as copper higher. The tide turned 
early Friday, when euro tracked political 
developments between Greece’s new anti-
austerity government and its creditors.  German 
industrial orders  - surged far more than 

India Overtook US as Buyer of Chilean Copper in 2014

India overtook the United States to become the fourth-largest overall 

importer of copper from Chile in 2014, according to figures published by 
the Andean country's state copper commission Cochilco this week.
The world's top producer, Chile exported a seven-year high of 5.66 million 

tonnes of the base metal, used in construction, last year. Total production 
was 5.78 million tonnes, Cochilco said last week. The largest buyer by far 
is China, which despite a cooling property market still took around 2.2 

million tonnes, or 39 percent of Chile's copper exports. Asian buyers 
accounted for the top four destinations of Chilean copper last year, with 
Japan and South Korea placing second and third respectively. Sales of 

mostly bulk copper to India are rising fast as its nascent economy grows. 
It was the first time India ranked above the United States since 2010, as 

far back as Cochilco publishes the data. (Reuters)

Vedanta Resources India/Australia copper update

The Tuticorin smelter continued to operate at high utilisation, with 99,000 
of cathodes produced during the quarter. The 160MW power plant at 
Tuticorin continued to operate at a Plant Load Factor (PLF) above 90%. 

Net unit cost of conversion at Copper India was US c3.3 per lb compared 
with USc9.6 per lb in the prior period due to lower petroleum prices and 
higher by product realisations.
Revenue was lower by 12% compared with Q3 FY2014 at USD 947 million 
mainly due to lower LME. EBITDA was 44% higher due to higher Tc/Rc 
and lower cost of production. Tc/Rc was higher by 36% at 22.6 c/lb. The 
global Tc/Rc’s for CY 2015 have been settled at higher levels compared 
to CY2014 and we expect to realise over USc 25/lb for FY2016.

Analysts Bearish On Copper Despite Recent Spike

The copper price hit a two-week high after easing measures by China's 
central bank lifted hopes of growing demand for the metal, but analysts 
don't expect the rally to last. The London Metal Exchange spot price for 
copper rose after the People's Bank of China cut the reserve requirement 
ratio for banks, while in the US, service industries expanded at a faster 
pace in January, with both events fuelling expectations for economic 
growth. Copper prices typically move in line with the health of the global 
economy as the base metal is used across a broad range of industries 
from construction to manufacturing. But analysts said copper has further 
to fall despite the slight price recovery in recent weeks. Goldman Sachs 
forecast a further decline in copper prices to $5,500 a tonne over the 
next three to six months and $5,200 a tonne over the next 12 months.
The price weakness if fundamentally driven by demand weakness, supply 
strength, rising visible inventories and sharply declining cost prospects, 
Goldman Sachs said. Investment in the next phase of copper projects 
have been put on hold and the world's largest copper producer, Chile, has 
already slowed down its capital investment in 2014.

Factors To Watch This Week:

MONDAY, FEB. 9 - US Labor market conditions index Jan. TUESDAY,  FEB. 10 NFIB 
small business index for the month of Jan, December Job openings and Wholesale 
inventories. WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11 Federal budget for Jan. THURSDAY FEB. 12 -
February 5 Weekly jobless claims, Retail sales for Jan, Retail sales ex-autos for the 
month of Jan and December month Business inventories FRIDAY, FEB. 13 - Import 
price index for the month of Jan and February month Consumer sentiment
Inida GDP Quarterly Update on Monday, on Thursday CPI data, Industrial 
production, Manufacturing output information will be released  and Forex Reserves 
update on Friday

Copper  Weekly Pulse

forecast in December, recovering from a sharp 
fall the previous month and hitting their highest 
level since April 2008. This helped Europe's 
largest economy to gain steam in early 2015. 
Bookings for goods made in Germany climbed 
by 4.2 per cent, according to data from the 
Economy Ministry on Thursday. The euro was 
last at 1.1455, down around 0.2 cents after the 
European Central Bank (ECB) reversed its 
decision to accept Greek bonds as collateral for 
lending money to commercial banks. However, 
the currency was up more than 3.5 cents on 
recent 11-year lows. The French trade deficit at 
3.4 billion euros was wider than the expected 
3.1 billion euros and the previous month’s 3.2 
billion euros. Apparently, the markets are 
expected to witness heightened volatility as 
they react to macro or sector-specific news 
justifying the nervousness. Markets are feeling 
pressure of souring sentiment and falling crude 
oil prices.
Crude oil prices slipped lower after US oil 
inventories reached 80-year highs, according to 
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
weekly stock data. Still, Brent crude has since 
recovered to $54 per barrel. This has offset a 
move by China's central bank to add more 
liquidity. Losses in oil deterred those who invest 
in commodity basket funds.
In the metals, copper at $5,650 per tonne was 
down $57.5 or 1.00 per cent on Thursday’s 
close. More than 3,000 lots have

changed hands. The red metal ended the week 
2.82 per cent strong after having hit five and a 
half year low in Mid January. Meanwhile, 
Copper stocks snapped the upward trend on 
Friday – they lost a net 150 tonnes to 284,450 
tonnes. Cancelled warrants at 25,650 tonnes 
were 1,450 tonnes lower. On Thursday, stocks 
jumped more than 30,000 tonnes to a one-year 
high.
Aluminium at $1,871.00 was up a tad for the 
week, although stocks and cancelled warrants 
were both 8,075 tonnes lower at 4,012,500 
tonnes and 2,280,925 tonnes respectively.
Zinc gained 1.88 per cent for the week to close 
at $2,163.00, with stocks and cancelled warrants 
both 3,425 tonnes lower at 616,075 tonnes and 
121,375 tonnes respectively. Lead at $1,853 
closed the week 0.38 per cent lower even after 
inventories dropped 325 tonnes to 214,250 
tonnes.
Nickel at $15,235 was up 0.46 per cent week-on-
week, – stocks increased 726 tonnes to 424,206 
tonnes – while tin at $18,900 was $55 lower.
In domestic markets, MCX copper ended 
marginally lower. Nickel and Zinc also ended 
lower. Lead topped the winners chart while 
aluminium edged up supported by the techinical 
factors.
Interestingly, copper stands at crucial level 
whereby a continued strength in price would 
suggest reversal in trend.
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LME 1869.00 1882.00 1866.00 Aluminum Purja (Alssc )

Cash Settlement 1856.25 1874.00 1846.00 Aluminum Bartan ( Abrtn )

MCX 115.80 116.10 115.70 Aluminum Ingot ( Aing )

- Aluminum weekly Technical View -

Hold long position with a stop loss of Rs 112. 

Further rise in aluminium price is possible if the metal climbs above Rs 116.70, 
which was tested during the week.
Once the level is crossed, expect higher range of Rs 116.8-119 to be tested. 

Technical Recommendation : Buy on breakout above Rs 116.7 with low of the day 
stop loss or 114 whichever is lower. 

*Trend will remain Down as long as last close is below the pink color DRV.  Trend 
will be Up as long as Price is above DRV. Positional Traders: If trend is up then 
traders long can hold long position with closing stop loss of DRV:  Close >DRV.   If 
trend is down then traders can hold short position with a closing stop loss of DRV: 
Close <DRV.

Aluminum

Aluminum Weekly Pulse

Chalco To Build Aluminum Alloy JV In Sichuan

Aluminum Corporation of China (Chalco) signed an agreement on January 3 to build an aluminum alloy formwork JV in Chengdu, 
Sichuan Province, the company said in its website yesterday. The agreement was signed with the local government and China State 
Construction Engineering Corporation Limited. The Chinese aluminum giant said it is also mulling over investment in aerospace
aluminum materials in Sichuan. (SMM)

China Supply Could Limit Aluminium Gains

According to the Financial Time report, the global aluminium market faces the prospect of a growing surge of supply from China this 
year that could disrupt expectations of a global deficit. A divergence in prices between China and the rest of the world could spur 
exports and limit aluminium’s price gains this year, analysts say. A falling rouble that has improved the competitiveness of Russian 
smelters could also prompt more supply. Consultancy CRU forecasts a global deficit of 600,000 tonnes this year but a 1m tonne
surplus for China. The report further pointed out tha, "The overcapacity in China is in contrast to capacity cuts elsewhere in the 
world, where Rusal, the world’s largest aluminium producer, has idled smelters." Yet weaker Russian economic growth could lead to 
more metal being exported from the country, according to one trader. (Financial Times)
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- Nickel weekly Technical View -

Further weakness in Nickel is possible if price falls below Rs 913.
Exit long on rise from Rs 935 to Rs 960. Alternatively, create fresh long position if 
price rises and close above Rs 960. 

Technical Recommendation : Sell on fall below 913 with high of the day stop loss.

*Trend will remain Down as long as last close is below the pink color DRV.  Trend 
will be Up as long as Price is above DRV. Positional Traders: If trend is up then 
traders long can hold long position with closing stop loss of DRV:  Close >DRV.   If 
trend is down then traders can hold short position with a closing stop loss of DRV: 
Close <DRV.

Nickel

Nickel Weekly Pulse

China Nickel Prices Drops

The average price of SMM #1 refined nickel lost  1,450 yuan from a week ago to  106,790 yuan per tonne last week. Supply was 
abundant in domestic market due to increasing shipments from Jinchuan Group. Nickel ore inventories at China's five major ports 
have fell 289,000 tonne. Meanwhile, Jinchuan Group raised Nickel ex-works prices to 108,500 yuan per tonne on February 6, 
Shanghai Metals Market learns. The price was up 500 yuan from the level on February 5.

First Quantum Undertakes Repair Of Australian Nickel Plant

First Quantum Minerals has announced that it will carry out repairs at its Ravensthorpe nickel plant in the Ravensthorpe district of 
Western Australia, following an acid spill in December. During this period, the mine is expected to run at 70% capacity with an 
expected output of 24,000t to 30,000t for the year. In December, the company temporarily closed the plant following a burst 
atmospheric leach tank that spilled acidic slurry into a contained area around the tanks. Initial production from the primary high-
pressure circuit is expected to take place next week. Located 550km south-east of Perth, the mine is said to be in stable, commercial 
production under the ownership of First Quantum Minerals' subsidiary FQM Australia Nickel, following a difficult commissioning 
phase under BHP Billiton, which cost $2.2bn to build. The mine from BHP Billiton in December 2009 in for $340m. In its first full year 
of operation in 2012, the mine produced 32,884t of nickel. (miningtechnology.com)
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- Lead weekly Technical View -

Exit long position on the rise as downward trend remains intact.

Technical Recommendation : Exit long if the price rises to Rs 114.5 - Rs 115.1-116.6. 
Every rise in price provides an exit opportunity. 

Expect lower range of Rs 113.6 - Rs 112.1 to be tested.

*Trend will remain Down as long as last close is below the pink color DRV.  Trend 
will be Up as long as Price is above DRV. Positional Traders: If trend is up then 
traders long can hold long position with closing stop loss of DRV:  Close >DRV.   If 
trend is down then traders can hold short position with a closing stop loss of DRV: 

Lead

Lead Weekly Pulse

World Refined Lead Metal Supply & Demand Balanced During Jan-Nov '14

The latest statistics published by the International Lead and Zinc Study Group (ILZSG) indicates that global refined lead market was in 
surplus of 1,000 tons during the initial eleven-month period in 2014. The total reported lead inventories declined by 40,000 tons 
during the same period.
The lead mine production in Australia, Peru and the United States increased during the eleven-month period. But they were enough
to partially cover the decline in production in other countries such as Bolivia, South Africa and China. The overall global lead mine 
production reduced by 2.8% when compared with the corresponding eleven-month period in 2013.
The world lead mine output during the ten-month period totaled 4.836 million tons as against 5.435 million tons during 2013.
The refined lead metal production during the eleven-month period totaled 10.300 million tons, 1.24% higher when compared with 
the 10.174 million tons output during corresponding eleven-month period in 2013. The refined lead metal production surged higher
in China, India, Italy, Kazakhstan and the Republic of Korea, whereas it declined sharply in Japan and the US.
The global demand for refined lead metal increased by 1% to 10.299 million tons during the initial eleven-month period in 2014. The 
European apparent usage increased by 2.3%. China reported a demand rise of 1.2%. The apparent consumption in the US dropped by 
0.6%. (source:SMM)
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616075 -3425.00

Cash Settlement 2152.50 2152.50 2108.00

3 M Settlement 2163.00 2163.00 2117.00

Zinc Slabs

MCX 133.60 133.80 133.35 Zinc slabs (Znslb)

LME 2151.00 2154.00 2146.00 Zinc Dross (Zndrs)

- Zinc weekly Technical View -

Further price rise is possible if Zinc scales above Rs 134.

Hold long position with a stop loss of Rs 130.80. 

Up trend is possible if the metal's price rises above Rs 134 and sustains the level. 

Technical Recommendation : Buy above 134 with low of the day stop loss or 

130.90 whichever is lower.

*Trend will remain Down as long as last close is below the pink color DRV.  Trend 

will be Up as long as Price is above DRV. Positional Traders: If trend is up then 

traders long can hold long position with closing stop loss of DRV:  Close >DRV.   If 

trend is down then traders can hold short position with a closing stop loss of DRV: 

Close <DRV.

Zinc

Zinc Weekly Pulse

Zinc Prices Set To Rise As Shortage Looms

Chief executive office (CEO) of Nyrstar NV, the world’s largest refined-zinc producer, told bloomberg that he expects the price of the 
metal to increase further after the 500,000 metric ton Century mine in Australia shuts by the end of the year. Zinc prices gained 6 per 
cent last year amid speculation supply will fall short of demand as some mines shut. Stockpiles in warehouses tracked by the London 
Metal Exchange are at the lowest since October 2010. Strong consumer demand has helped buoy zinc, Australia & New Zealand 
Banking Group Ltd. said in a report Thursday.
Century, Australia’s largest open-cut zinc mine operated by MMG Ltd., the Hong Kong-listed unit of China’s biggest state-owned 
metals trader, is scheduled to shut in the third quarter. As per the company, 2015 will see a well supplied concentrate market but 
then later this year Century mine will be depleting, that is 500,000 tons off the market, so just Century alone will have a significant 
impact.
Meanwhile, Lead-Zinc Mines in Yangshan County, in the northwestern part of Guangdong Province, all have closed due to the 
ongoing safety inspections, according to Shanghai Metals Market sources.  The local government launched the county-wide 
inspections on production safety after a flooding accident happened at one local mine, called Wugongtou Lead-Zinc Mine, on January 
19.   (Bloomberg)
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Tin Last Week High Week Low Tin Delhi Spot

Tin LME Stock

Vanadium(f)(80%)

New Zealand Dollar

Norwegian Kroner

Swedish Kroner

Canadian Dollar

Change

US Dollar

Euro

Pound Sterling

Japanese Yen*

Swiss Franc

Danish Kroner

Singapore Dollar

Hong Kong Dollar

Australian Dollar

Vanadium Ferro 80.00% (West/Europe) 24.60

Import TT Rates Export

Forward Months Spot Spot Forward Months

Ge Germanium Dioxide (West/China) 1270.00

Tif(68%) Ferro-Titanium  70.00% (Russia/CIS) 5.85

MoF(65%) Ferro-Molybdenum  65% (West/Belgium) 22.75

Se(99.5%) Selenium 99.50% (Japan/Canada) 23.00

Tan Tantalite (25%,Ta 205) (Africa) NA

Ga(99.99) Gallium 99.99% (CSI/China) 250.00

Cd(99.95%)  Cadmium 99.95% (Canada) 0.82

Co(99.9%)  Cobalt Cath 99.90% (West/Canada) 14.40

MoO Molybdenum Oxide (S America) 9.13

SiF Ferro-Silicon 75% (Norway/Iceland) 1145.00 11850 20.00

Ar(99%) Arsenic 99.00% (S America) 0.80

Bi(99.99%) Bismuth 99.99% (China/S America) 10.50

Tin Slabs

Short Name Name Rate

Mg(99.9%) Magnesium 99.90% (Russia/China) 2550.00

MnF Ferro-Manganese 78.00% (China) 2160.00 Last Change

Cash Settlement 18471.00 18987.00 18471.00

3 M Settlement 18500.00 19025.00 18500.00

Minor Metal

LME 18620.00 18645.00 18595.00 Tin Slabs(Snslb)

Tin
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